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Abstract

Biometric technologies are each time more demanded for security applications. In this sense, systems for identify-
ing people are gaining popularity, especially in governmental sectors, and forensic applications have climbed to the 
top of the list when talking about biometrics. However, some problems still remain as cornerstones in identification 
processes, all of them linked to the length of the databases in which the individual is supposed to be. The speed and 
the error are parameters that depend on the number of users in the database and measure the quality of the whole 
system.

In this paper, two different biometric technologies are used in order to increase speed and shorten error rates. Face 
recognition –normally faster than speaker recognition – is used to select a group of individuals and speaker recogni-
tion provides a finer adjustment. Multimodality plays an important role not only reducing the search time but also 
providing lower error rates.

Introduction1 
The number of biometric applications has increased a lot in the last few years, especially from the 
11th of September of 2001. Concerns about security have been raising and each time more, biometric 
systems are playing an important role in order to protect networks or buildings. The automatic person 
recognition by some physical traits like fingerprints, face, voice or iris, has a very high demand around 
the world and the technology is already mature.

Speaker and face recognition technologies have increased their popularity in a market dominated by fin-
gerprint technologies. Speaker recognition is not the most used technology but it is expected that will be 
much more important in the future, especially for voice portals in the Internet. In the case of face recog-
nition, its use is growing every day because of low intrusiveness and the facility of capturing images.

There are other kind of biometric applications in where speaker recognition has experienced a high 
increase: forensic applications. In this type of applications, speaker recognition is used to prove if the 
evidence belongs to the suspect or not. Forensic speaker recognition is also used to identify speakers 
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looking for a certain voice in a database of suspects. Police forces in lots of European countries and also 
the FBI in the USA have speaker databases for this purpose.

Main characteristics –common to this type of applications- are the great amount of recorded data, be-
cause recordings are usually acquired without the consciousness of the person being recorded; the text-
independence, although there is not any dependent text but also natural speaking; and finally the fact 
that data usually comes from the telephone lines because we are dealing basically with recorded con-
versations.

With regard to face recognition, its forensic view is very clear. The identification of suspects in a public 
place like an airport or a train station is an application every time more demanded. Police forces around 
the world have databases with photographs of criminals. When they get an image of an individual, 
they wish to identify as soon as possible if this person is in the database. They want to know who the 
unknown suspect is.

The aim of this paper is the implementation of an identification platform by means of speaker recogni-
tion, face recognition or the combination of both of them (multimodality). The system will be used in 
criminalistic or security environments.  The present project intends to provide a solution to the problem 
of identifying an individual in large-scale databases from biometric characteristics by taking them indi-
vidually or by using a combination of voice and face. The system will return the N most probable users 
ordered by probability. It is not necessary to make the identification in real time but it is important that 
results will be provided in a reasonable time depending on the technology available.

Speaker identification is a very complex task that it does not normally occur very fast with large da-
tabases. On the other hand, face identification can be much faster, although error identification rates 
strongly depend on the way of acquiring images.

This project wants to create a tool for speaker recognition, a technology in where much more investiga-
tion can be done, and face recognition to be used together. Both biometrics will be fused in the case 
that we have both kinds of data from the user. The high identification speed of face identification can 
be a perfect complementary technology to increase speed in speaker identification. Face identification 
system can provide, in an initial identification, the N most probable candidates. In this case, the combi-
nation of both biometric technologies is not only used to improve error rates but also to increase speed 
in speaker recognition, a biometric technology in where traditionally it had been impossible to identify 
speakers in real time.

Finally, it is worth noting that one of the main interesting points of the platform is that it gathers in a 
unique system both types of identification at the same time, giving the possibility of using one of them 
individually, speaker or face recognition, or in parallel.

Search strategies2 
The speed of biometric identification algorithms can be a big issue for large population applications 
which require a short delay. If no search strategy is used, a full search approach entails a linear increase 
of the identification delay with the number of clients registered in the system. Therefore, the goal of 
search strategies is to achieve reasonable identification delays for the target application while maintain-
ing the system performance, with a minor degradation. In this section, we review some approaches that 
have been proposed in the literature and then we introduce a method to reduce the identification delay 
in a multimodal framework.
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Based on a recognition algorithm using HMMs (typically for text-dependent recognition) or GMMs 
(text-independent recognition), usually adapted to an individual speaker using MAP from a reference 
universal background model (UBM) [Reynolds95], some methods have been proposed in speaker rec-
ognition to speed-up the identification process and to reduce the computational cost. 

A simple strategy reported in [McLaughin99] studies the system degradation just by reducing the number 
of components in the speaker model as well as decimating the test sample. For instance, reducing from 
2048 to 512 components leads to less than a 1% loss in EER. Regarding the decimation, the paper shows 
how discarding 90% of frames, i.e., with a decimation factor of 10, the EER only increases by 1%. 

In [Reynolds95], for each speech frame, only the mixtures with the highest scores against the UBM are 
used to match the test feature vector with each speaker model in the identification process. Other meth-
ods build a hierarchical set of speaker models. In [Beigi99], the GMM models are merged in pairs in an 
iterative way, building a tree structure with two models on the top. Similarly, the ISODATA clustering 
algorithm is applied in [Sun03] to this task achieving speed-up factors from 3:1 to 6:1 with almost no 
degradation respect to the full-search strategy.

Another approaches [Auckenthaler01] compute a hash model from a large GMM model which consists 
of a reduced number of mixtures indexing a list of the best expected scoring components in the large 
model. For instance, given a model of 512 mixtures, a hash model of 32 mixtures indexing at least 16 
components of the large model results in the scoring of just 48 mixtures per frame instead of the original 
512. With a minor degradation, [Aunckenthaler01] reports a speed-up factor of 10:1.

A speaker pruning can be done with the model proposed in [Pellom98]. The input sequence is processed 
as usual but a reduced selection of nonadjacent frames is first scored against the speaker models. Speak-
ers with lower scores are discarded before repeating the selection with a higher number of frames and 
updating the accumulated probability of each speaker model. This process is repeated until no speakers 
are pruned out or the complete input signal is evaluated. The authors presented a time reduction by a 
factor of 140 over the full search with this method.

In [Kinnunen06] an extensive summary of speed-up approaches is presented and some of them are ap-
plied to a vector quantization (VQ) based speaker identification system. In this work, the input frames 
are pre-quantized in order to reduce the number of feature vectors used to score the input signal against 
the set of speakers. Four different pre-quantization techniques are used: random subsampling, averag-
ing, decimation and clustering. Together with a speaker pruning method they achieve a speed-up factor 
of 16:1 with minor degradation in the identification performance.

In general, face identification is faster than voice. The algorithm used in this work reaches delays as low 
as 0.5 seconds for a two hundred clients database. However, the speaker identification process with a 
full search needs about 19 seconds for an average speech signal duration of 6.7 seconds.

A multimodal identification platform that combines speech and face can exploit the high speed of face 
recognition to make a search in a reduced set of speakers. We explore in this work a simple method to 
reduce the total identification delay by a factor of 8:1 with a slight increase in error identification rates.

Our approach starts with a full search with the face recognition system followed by a selection of the 
N clients with the highest confidence scores. Then, with the speaker recognition system we search only 
among the reduced set of N clients. Finally, we fuse both modalities results and if the highest score is 
over a previously estimated threshold we determine that we have a positive identification.
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We will discuss in section 4 how this method gives a higher weight to the modality where the first prun-
ing is done. In this case, it is the face algorithm. Therefore, for small values of N, the performance of 
each algorithm can lead to an increase or to a decrease of the error rates.

Multimodal fusion3 
A multimodal biometric system involves the combination of two or more human characteristics (voice, 
face, fingerprints, iris, hand geometry, etc.) in order to achieve better results than using unimodal rec-
ognition systems [Bolle04]. Furthermore, the use of several biometrics makes the system more robust 
to noise or spoof attacks.

When several biometric traits are used in a multimodal recognition system, fusion is usually accom-
plished at three different levels: feature extraction level, matching score level or decision level.

Fusion at the matching score level is performed for the multimodal fusion of two unimodal experts: a 
speaker and a face recognition system. Matching score level fusion needs a previous score normaliza-
tion step before the fusion itself [Fox03,Indovina03].

Since unimodal scores are usually non-homogeneous, the normalization process transforms the dif-
ferent scores of each unimodal system into a comparable range of values. The state-of-the-art Z-score 
technique, that normalizes the global mean and variance of the scores, has been used for the normaliza-
tion of the unimodal biometrics. The normalized scores xZS are computed as
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Experiments4 

Experimental setup4.1 
The XM2VTS database and the Lausanne evaluation protocol (Configuration I) [Luettin98] have been 
used in this work. The database contains speech recordings and face images from 295 users, 200 clients 
and 95 impostors. It is organized in 4 sessions with 2 shots per session. Furthermore, each shot is formed 
by 1 front face image and two speaking sequences of 10 digits each, which yields a total number of 8 
face images and 16 speech signals per user. For our experiments, scores from both speech signals in 
each shot are averaged.

In the speaker recognition system [Saeta06], speech utterances are processed in 25 ms frames, Ham-
ming windowed and pre-emphasized. The feature set is formed by 12th order Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC) and the normalized log energy. Delta and delta-delta parameters are computed to 
form a 39-dimensional vector for each frame. Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) is also applied.

Left-to-right HMM models with 2 states per phoneme and 4 mixture components per state are obtained 
for each digit. Client and world models have the same topology. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) of 
32 mixture components are employed to model silence.

The identification platform uses Neurotechnology’s VeriLook for face recognition. This engine is com-
posed of five main modules. Face detector searches any number of faces in a grayscale image with 
different scales and head rotation. Facial feature detector estimates eyes position before that the feature 
extractor module computes discriminating facial features by means of Gabor wavelets. When several 
templates of the same face are available, a more precise recognition can be achieved by means of the 
features generalization technique which combines them to deal with intra-class variability. Finally, 
feature matcher module compares two templates.

Results4.2 
According to the Configuration I of the Lausanne protocol, client models are trained with the first shot 
of sessions 1, 2 and 3. In the evaluation phase the second shot of the same client sessions and all the 
data from a set of 25 impostors are used to obtain a user independent threshold that gives the Equal 
Error Rate (EER) in this dataset. Finally, in the test phase, both shots from the last client session and 
70 impostors are used to measure the Half Total Error Rate (HTER) given by the threshold previously 
estimated. EER is also given for the test set to show the increase of error due to the database partition 
as it is explained below.

Table 1 illustrates the system performance in terms of identification error for each individual biometric 
modality, speech and face, and the fusion of both.

Table 1: Identification errors

FACE VOICE FUSION
EER – eval 1.56% 1.20% 0.29%

HTER – test 4.60% 4.75% 1.00%
EER – test 2.22% 4.17% 0.97%
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Table 2: FP and FN in test set for EER-eval threshold

FACE VOICE FUSION
FPt 7.71% 2.00% 0.74%
FNt 1.50% 7.50% 1.25%

Voice performs better than face for the evaluation set, with an accuracy almost a 25 % higher. However, 
whereas identification delay is about 0.5s for face recognition, it takes an average of 19s for speaker 
identification in a 200 client database. In addition, the EER degradation in the test set with regard to the 
evaluation set is more remarkable for voice than for face, probably due to the use of speech sequences 
from the same sessions for training and evaluation and a different session for the test set.

Figure 1 shows fusion error curves for both, evaluation and test sets. Figure 2 shows in detail the inter-
section of these curves, where the values in table 1 can be observed.
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Figure 1: FP and FN for evaluation (top) and test (bottom) sets
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Figure 2: Evaluation and test identification errors from Tables 1 and 2

The search strategy described in section 2 is used in order to reduce recognition delay. Table 3 shows 
evaluation and test errors as the pre-selected number of faces, N, is reduced. Identification delay is also 
shown.

In Table 1 we observe that voice performs better than face. In contrast, for the test set face biometrics 
overcomes voice biometrics in terms of error rate. In our opinion, it can explain why the HTER increases 
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in the evaluation set when a smaller number of faces is pre-selected, and a minor weight is given to the 
voice recognition system. However, in the test set, giving a higher weight to face recognition discards 
potential errors in voice recognition, and reduces the HTER when N decreases.

Table 3: HTER for different values of N

N 200 100 50 20 10 5 3 1
eval 0.29 0.50 0.56 0.65 0.71 0.79 1.00 1.00
test 0.97 0.85 0.46 0.28 0.23 0.51 0.51 0.74

delay (s) 19 10 5.2 2.4 1.5 1.1 0.9 0.7

Figures 3 and 4 show graphically results from Table 3. We can see that the HTER remains practically 
unalterable from N=60 faces because the true identity is in most cases within the pre-selected faces. In 
addition, we can see that for N<10 faces the system performance is similar to the unimodal case with 
face recognition.
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Figure 3: HTER in the evaluation set
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Figure 4: HTER in the test set

Conclusions5 
Biometric technologies are commonly used to enhance security and control the right to access to cer-
tain places. Forensic applications are not included in access control ones but they are becoming really 
important. They normally use large-scale databases and try to identify an individual among a group of 
previously enrolled users. Main challenges have to deal with the length of the databases, the identifica-
tion delay and the performance in terms of EER. On the other hand, multimodal applications are also 
gaining popularity and can help to cope with the challenges mentioned before.
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In this paper, we introduce a method to profit from the speed of face recognition with regard to speaker 
recognition to identify users in multimodal databases. Face recognition is used as the main engine to 
select a reduced number of speakers and speaker recognition provides an adjustment to improve speed 
as well as error rates. The final result can be seen as a trade-off between the identification delay and 
the error performance. The lower error is obtained for a selection of ten users through face recognition 
while lower delay is obviously provided for only one.
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